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ABU DHABI

U.A.E DESERT SAFARI

Abu Dhabi is one of the outstanding cities in
the middle east that keeps its Arabian soul.

How is U.A.E desert safari experience feels
like?
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LOUVRE ABU DHABI

THE MIDDLE EAST VS. EUROPE
AS TOURIST

The Arab’s first universal museum.
The collection includes pieces from the East
and the West.

Travel to the middle east might be the same
as traveling through Europe.
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ABU
DHABI

JUST DON'T CONFUSE IT WITH DUBAI

As Dubai overgrowing over
the past few years, Abu Dhabi
has steady progress. Slowly but
surely, the capital of UAE
nowadays is one of the best
cities in the middle east. It has
more or less the same
characteristics
of
other
metropolitans in the south of
the Persian Gulf.
High
skyscrapers, luxury hotels, and
cars, and high-ways. However,
it has a unique feature. It has
kept and developed its Arabian
old culture.
In the past two decades,
Arabian capitals have been in a
big rival of technology adaption
and landscape development.

The sheykh Zayed Grand Mosque, Abu Dhabi, U.A.E

Brief History
Abu Dhabi, since the past, was the center of business
and transportation. It was not a very big city, but after oil
discovery has begun its progress. In 1761 Bani Yas tribe
settled on the island of Abu Dhabi. The town expanded
during the peak of the pearl trade in the late 19th century.
In 1892, Sheikh Zayed bin Mohammed al-Nahyan (known
as Zayed the Great) agreed that the emirate would become
a protectorate of Britain, and it joined the Trucial States.
Zayed the Great died in 1909, and under-five following
rulers, the emirate’s power and prosperity declined, mostly
due to the collapse of the pearling industry. However, when
oil was discovered in 1958, the game has changed. Zayed
bin Sultan al-Nahyan staged a coup against his brother and
used his vast diplomatic skills to be the leading player in
creating the UAE and became its first president, a role he
held up until his death in November 2004.
Abu Dhabi has changed a lot in the past decades, but it has
kept its Arabian soul, you can still feel it undoubtedly.
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Qasr Al-Hosn, Abu Dhabi, U.A.E

The Sheikh Zayed
Grand Mosque
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Covered by Macedonian Marble, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, by far,
is the most popular attraction in Abu Dhabi. The mixture of Fatimid
design, Ottoman, and Mameluke elements created a modern mosque
that shows Islamic architecture. Artists used mosaic tilling and glasswork
to impress you both in the exterior and interior areas.
After 12 years of construction, it was opened in 2007. Like the Sheikh
Zayed
Mosque in Fujairah, it is dedicated to the late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan alNahyan. This may be one of the most significant signs of a combination
of technology and Muslim traditions in Emirates. This structure will have
more stories to tell for the next generations. In 2018, it was ranked as the
world's third-favorite landmark. According to TripAdvisor, surpassing
other world sensations such as St Peter's Basilica in Vatican City and the
Taj Mahal.
It is almost impossible to visit the mosque without sunglasses; the walls
and ground are so shiny and reflective that you could not see anything in
the daylight. The vast carpet in the main hall is the biggest carpet in the
world. Spiritual impact and boundless superlatives come together under
82 white marble domes, 1,096 exterior columns, 96 semi-precious jewelencrusted internal columns, and seven 24-carat gold plated Swarovski
crystal chandeliers, making it the undeniable centerpiece of the city's
cultural legacy.
The remarkable monument was designed by Syrian architect Yousef
Abdel. Inspired by Persian, Mughal and Moorish architecture, it was
genuinely worldwide cooperation of more than 3,000 artisans from 38
international construction companies. Doubtfully the real lavishness is in
the tiny details, such as precious stones like amethyst and jasper
embedded into the columns and the intricate floral patterns a motherof-pearl radiating across the walls.

Louvre
Abu Dhabi

Louvre Abu Dhabi

The collection not only includes pieces from the
Middle East and the West but also works such as
a Soninke/Djennenke figure from Mali, a
dancing Shiva from India, and an octagonal box
from China, all gathering influence from other
geographical regions as well.
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The Arab’s first universal museum came
to life in November 2017. Wishing to make
their country a top cultural destination,
internationally recognized for art, education,
and culture, the leaders of the Emirate of
Abu Dhabi launched Louvre Abu Dhabi and
have prepared well for the post-oil era. Jean
Nouvel, a Pritzker Architecture Prize winner,
chosen to design the museum, was inspired
by the distinct features of the Saadiyat site: a
virgin lagoon island, between sand and sea,
shade, and light. His design suggests visitors
a high-impact architectural and museum
experience that encourages dialogue
between cultures. Jean Nouvel wanted his
building to have “a form that matches its
function as a sanctuary for the most valuable
works of art. ”The Louvre Abu Dhabi’s
ambition is to develop high-quality works
and build up a first-class collection
praiseworthy of international recognition.

U.A.E
DESERT
SAFARI
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Having a trip in the UAE desert can be
one of the most adventurous and
interesting
trips
you
have
ever
experienced.
There are many desert sites in the UAE for
tour lovers who want to explore the
ultimate wonders of nature. A desert tour
can be one of the most exciting Iran tourist
attractions, as well. If you are the firsttimer in a desert safari, you should know
how to spend the time in such remote
deserts. And this article is going to help
you with some informative ideas.
Take Sunrise Ride: The most exciting thing
about a desert trip is encountering the
beauty of sunrise from the eternal desert.
A desert looks amazing during the sunrise
because of the surrounded landscape and
picturesque views. Don’t forget to capture
the best memories from such scenarios.
Experience Dune Bashing: Dune bashing
is the most popular attraction in the UAE
desert safari. Experiencing the sunrise
view by riding the dune bashing can be the
ultimate memory of yours. Dune bashing is
an opportunity to experience the desert
views with a special jeep or high-power
quad bikes.

Explore a Camel Safari: This is one of the
most significant activities on a desert trip.
Contact a local tour guide that provides
camel rides itinerary for the tourists. A
camel safari will bring you the most
desired feeling that you are in a desert. So,
don’t miss the beautiful landscape of the
desert from riding a camel.
Experience Camping: Camping in a
remote desert with local people will be an
exciting experience for you. You will know
more about a new community, their
tradition, culture, language, and lifestyle.
People who live in a desert have a
completely different lifestyle. You will
enjoy staying a night with them.
Don’t Miss Riding on a Hot Air Balloon: In
almost every famous desert destination,
there is an opportunity to experience
riding on a hot air balloon. The views of the
landscape become mesmerizing when all
the balloons are there above the sky. Don’t
forget to capture the beautiful picturesque
views, especially during the sunset.
Experience the Sand Ski: Skiing on a
desert is an exciting activity that you
would not want to miss. You will be given
guidelines by a local tour guide to explore
the desert by skiing. This can be an
excellent fun activity with your family and
friends. So, these are the interesting
activities you should not miss in the UAE
desert safari. However, you should bring a
tour guide with you on a remote desert
instead of going there alone. Try not to
miss visiting the must-see attractions
when you get there.

THE MIDDLE EAST
VS. EUROPE
AS A TOURIST
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Visiting the Middle East and visiting
Europe as a tourist has a lot of differences.
The very first thing is about the culture
they belong to it. You will see a completely
different culture in both regions. Also,
there are other factors that have made
these two the most desired tourist
attractions.
The Weather and Climax: Generally,
the Middle East has got the warmest
weather condition. Especially, during the
summertime, it becomes quite difficult for
the tourists to roam around the tourist
destinations. The Middle East is famous
for its desert trips. And the deserts remain
the warmest undoubtedly. Usually, the
temperature rises from 40 degrees to 50
degrees Celsius in the summertime in the
UAE. On the other hand, Europe remains
cold almost around the year. During the
winter, the temperature turns down below
minus degrees. And in the summertime,
the temperature rises up to 20 degrees
Celsius highest. So, the difference is huge
if compared to the Middle East.
Transportation system: Usually, the
Middle East is expensive in living or
visiting. You can still end your trip within
your short-budget if you prefer riding on
the local bus or train services. The metro
trains can be the best option to choose
when you are in the Middle East.

On the other hand, riding on the local bus or train
in Europe will require a prepaid endorse system.
However, these are very convenient for tourists.
Best Time to Visit: The best time to visit in the
Middle East is from September to November or
March to May when the temperature remains
quite favorable. Also, the humidity does not rise
too high that is a positive sign. On the other hand,
the best time to visit in Europe is during May,
June, and September. The weather remains good
and the prices also become reasonable in those
months.

If you plan to visit Istanbul, the most famous tourist attraction in Europe, prefer visiting in
between these months.
Selection of Outfits: It is important to bring under consideration while visiting either in
the Middle East or in Europe. Generally, the culture and tradition of the Middle East are
conservative. They are religious and expect the tourists to be a bit respectful towards their
culture. So, you need to select your outfits that cover your knees and shoulders. Avoid
wearing anything that hits their perspectives. On the other hand, Europe is completely a
liberal region. You don’t have to worry about your outfits. However, if you are visiting
there during the winter, don’t forget to bring warm clothes because the cold might be
terrible.
Moreover, these are the things you should know before visiting the Middle East. Research
more about your destinations to get clearer ideas.

Old city of Yazd, Iran
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TRAVEL BRINGS
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LIFE.
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